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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Malaysian Palm Oil Board (MPOB) has developed
a hand-held motorised harvesting tool called Cantas
for fresh fruit bunches (FFB) harvesting. Several
local and foreign companies have been licensed to
manufacture and market the technology. It is crucial
that the machine complies with the industry standard
in terms of performance, durability and safety. In
fulfilling this, MPOB has established a Quality
Testing Laboratory to carry out vigorous quality
and safety tests. These include physical test, engine’s
performance, fatigue, functional, vibration and
drop tests. Upon successful completion of the tests,
manufacturers are awarded the certificate of quality.
Services offered by the Quality Testing Laboratory
benefits manufacturers of oil palm motorised cutter
to ensure the products meet the industry standards
for performance, durability and safety.

Malaysian Palm Oil Board (MPOB) has developed a
hand-held motorised harvesting tool called Cantas,
for fresh fruit bunches (FFB) harvesting (Figure 1).
The invention was aimed at increasing harvesting
productivity and reduces workers. The hand-held
motorised cutter is equipped with a chisel or sickle
as the cutting tool attached to a telescopic pole. It is
powered by a small engine to activate the chisel or
sickle to perform the cutting. The technology was
transferred to the industry and commercialised.
Results from plantations revealed that an
operator with the motorised cutter, Cantas is able
to harvest 6 - 10tonnes FFB/day. In the harvesting
activity with Cantas, a team of three workers is
formed where one worker operates Cantas, while
the other two workers collect FFB, loose fruits and
frond stacking. This enables the daily productivity
of about 2 – 3.3 tonne per worker, depending on the
crop level in the estate (Razak et al., 2013).

ABSTRAK
Lembaga Minyak Sawit Malaysia (MPOB) telah
membangunkan alat penuaian bermotor yang
dipanggil Cantas untuk menuai buah tandan
segar (BTS). Beberapa syarikat tempatan dan juga
asing telah mempunyai lesen untuk mengeluar dan
memasarkan teknologi ini. Mesin ini perlu mematuhi
piawaian industri dari segi prestasi, ketahanan
dan keselamatan. Untuk memenuhi piawaian ini,
MPOB telah menubuhkan Makmal Ujian Kualiti
untuk menjalankan ujian kualiti dan keselamatan.
Ini termasuk ujian fizikal, prestasi enjin, kelesuan,
fungsi, getaran dan ujian kejatuhan. Pengeluar akan
dianugerahkan sijil kualiti setelah berjaya melalui
ujian tersebut. Perkhidmatan yang ditawarkan oleh
Makmal Ujian Kualiti memberi manfaat kepada
pengeluar alat penuaian bermotor bagi memastikan
produk tersebut memenuhi piawaian industri untuk
prestasi, ketahanan dan keselamatan.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
MPOB has licensed several local and foreign
companies to manufacture and market the handheld motorised harvesting tool. Therefore it is
crucial that the machine must comply with the
industry standard in-terms of performance,
durability and safety. In fulfilling this, MPOB has
established a Quality testing Laboratory to carry
out vigorous quality and safety tests. These include
materials hardness, engine’s performance, fatigue,
functional, vibration, noise and impact tests. The
oil palm motorised cutter manufacturers are made
compulsory to go through the quality tests for them
to be awarded the certificate of quality.
The details of the tests are described below:
Physical test. Physical properties include machine’s
total length, weight and specific weight.

Keywords: motorised harvesting tool /
cutter, FFB, industry standard, quality testing
laboratory, performance.

Functional test. Functional test is a test to verify
whether the machine can cut fronds and fruit
bunches. In this test, the machine is to cut at least 10
oil palm fronds which the cutting time is recorded.
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Figure 1. Oil palm motorised cutter (Cantas).
It must be able to cut fronds smoothly without
much problem.
Drop test. Drop test (Figure 2) is a test that the
machine is dropped (free fall) to see whether the
machine / sample can stand the impact of falling
from different heights and angles. Two heights are
set viz. 1 and 2 meters with three different angles
viz. 30o, 45o and 60o.

Figure 2. Drop test.

Vibration test. Vibration test is carried out to
measure the magnitude of vibration transferred
to the hand of the operator/harvester. Magnitude
of vibration are measured at two points viz. at the
engine’s throttle point (point 1) and at the hand
gripping point (point 2), the point where the
harvester holds the pole during harvesting (Figure 3). It
is measured during cutting of frond using Dewesoft
Vibration equipment.
The parameter that is measured in the experiment
is Hand Arm vibration (HAV). HAV is the vibration
transmitted into workers’ hands and arms. This
can come from use of hand-held power tools, hand
guided equipment or by holding materials being
worked by hand-fed machines. Cantas motorised
cutter is a hand-held tool that generates vibration
which the vibration should be minimised and
controlled to ensure it does not transfer any adverse
effects to the operators.

Figure 3. Vibration test during cutting operation.

The Vibration Regulations requires the employer to:
• make sure that risks from vibration are
controlled;

• provide information, instruction and training
to employees on the risk and the actions being
taken to control risk; and
• Provide suitable health surveillance.
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Fatigue Test. Fatigue test or repetitive test (Figure
7) is a test to examine the durability of parts or
components after exposed to repetitive movements
which is similar to the actual operation in the field.
A test simulator is used to activate the machine to
run within a predetermined period. The prototype
will have to work on a design load of 20 kg, the
required force to cut a frond. A minimum of 100
hours test is required to investigate wear and tear
incidents of parts.
Figure 8 shows the output results of temperatures
for the engine and slider from the fatigue test
conducted on a sample of motorised cutter.
The summary of the quality tests and the
minimum requirements are shown in Table 1.

The Vibration Regulations include an exposure
action value (EAV) and an exposure limit value
(ELV) based on a combination of the vibration at the
grip point(s) on the equipment or work-piece and
the time spent gripping it. The exposure action and
limit values are:
• a daily EAV (Expose Action Value) of 2.5 ms-2
A(8) that represents a clear risk requiring
management; and
• a daily ELV (Expose Limit Value) of 5 ms-2
A(8) that represents a high risk above which
employees should not be exposed.
The exposure action value (EAV) is a daily
amount of vibration exposure above which
employers are required to take action to control
exposure. The greater the exposure level, the greater
the risk and the more action employers will need to
take to reduce the risk. For hand-arm vibration the
EAV is a daily exposure of 2.5 ms-2 A(8).
The exposure limit value (ELV) is the maximum
amount of vibration an operator may be exposed to
on any single day. For hand-arm vibration, the ELV
is a daily exposure of 5 ms-2 A(8) which represents
a high risk above which operators should not be
exposed.
Figure 4 shows an example of the output result of
a vibration test conducted on a sample of motorised
cutter. The results indicates that the daily exposure
is 1.3 ms-2 A(8), which is below the threshold limits
(2.5 ms-2), indicating that the machine is safe to use
in 8-hr working day.

CONCLUSION
The service offered by the Quality Testing
Laboratory of MPOB benefits the manufacturers of
oil palm motorised cutter to ensure their products
meet the industry standards for performance,

Engine Performance Test. Engine performance
test is conducted to establish a performance
curve (torque and horsepower) as well as other
important data such as engine temperature and fuel
consumption. In the experiment, the engine’s speed
variation was set from 2,000 to 10,000 RPM. The test
is conducted using an Eddy-Current Dynamometer
(Figure 5).
The sample output of performance test on a
sample of engine is as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5. Engine Dyno for engine’s performance and
endurance test (left) and control room (right).

Figure 4. Example of the output result of a vibration test of a motorised cutter.
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Figure 6. Sample output of the engine’s performance test.

Figure 7. Fatigue test jig.

Figure 8. Temperature of engine and slider of a sample of motorised cutter.
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TABLE 1. QUALITY TEST AND THE MINIMUM STANDARD REQUIREMENTS
No.

Type of test

1

Physical Test

2

Functional Test

3

Drop Test
(Figure 2)

4

Vibration Test
(Figure 3)

5

Fatigue Test
(Figure 7)

7

Engine’s Performance
and Endurance Test
(Figure 5)

Test description

Minimum standard

Measures the weight, length, No minimum standard. Reports the
deflection and centre of gravity property only.
(cofg) of the machine.

The machine is tested to ensure Effectively cut at least 10 fronds and
that it can effectively cut frond and 10 FFB.
FFB.

The machine is dropped from two No damage or dent to the engine, pole
different heights (1m and 2m) at and cutting head.
three angles (30o, 45o and 60o).
Vibration generated by the The exposure action and limit values
machine is measured at two points are:
ie. at the engine’s throttle and at the
A daily exposure action value (EAV)
hand gripping point on the pole.
of below 2.5 m/s2A(8)
Standard:
Control of Vibration at Work
Regulations 2005 (the Vibration
Regulations)
ISO 5395-1

The machine will be run for 100 No damage to cutting head, shafts and
hours on a simulator jig which bearings.
mimics to actual operation in the
field.
Assessment on Torque and Power Engine performance curve (Torque
and Power vs Engine RPM).
for 100 hr.

Temperature, fuel consumption No damage to piston, connecting rod,
and consistency of RPM will be piston ring, and no severe scratch to
the piston bore.
monitored.
Standard : ISO 1585

durability and safety. A service cost of RM 3000 per
sample will be charged to conduct the entire quality
tests (subject to change).
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ISO 1585. Road vehicles – engine test code – net
power.
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